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Abstract

Modeling and simulating the growth of the branching architecture of tree species remains a challenge. With

existing approaches, we can reconstruct or rebuild the branching architectures of real tree species, but

the simulation of the growth process remains unresolved. First, we present a tree growth model to generate

branching architectures that resemble real tree species. Second, we use a quantitative morphometric approach

to infer the shape similarity of the generated simulations and real tree species. Within a functional-structural

plant model (FSPM), we implement a set of biological parameters that affect the branching architecture

of trees. By modifying the parameter values, we aim to generate basic shapes of spruce, pine, oak, and

poplar. Tree shapes are compared using geometric morphometrics of landmarks that capture crown and stem

outline shapes. Five biological parameters, i.e. xylem flow, shedding rate, proprioception, gravitysense, and

lightsense, most influenced tree branching and their adjustments led to the generation of different spruce,

pine, oak, and poplar shapes. The largest effect was attributed to gravity, as phenotypic responses to this

effect resulted in different growth directions of gymnosperm and angiosperm branching architectures. Since

we were able to obtain branching architectures that resemble real tree species by adjusting only a few

biological parameters, our model is extendable to other tree species. Furthermore, the model will also allow

the simulation of structural tree-environment interactions. Our simplifying approach to shape comparison

between tree species, landmark geometric morphometrics, showed that even the crown-trunk outlines capture

species differences based on their contrasting branching architectures.

Key words: Plant Physiology, Generative Modelling, Geometric Morphometrics, Functional-Structural Plant Models

(FSPM)
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Introduction1

For decades, researchers have tried to mathematically describe how2

trees grow, from simple modeling of branching patterns to appro-3

aches that include environmental conditions. Despite all these4

efforts, the question of how a typical spruce or oak shape develops,5

and what interplay of biological parameters plays an important6

role, remains unresolved: Can we parameterize tree growth to ach-7

ieve the shapes of real tree species? And even if we can simulate8

trees, how is the shape of a tree defined? We seek to answer these9

questions for three reasons. (1) Tree branching architecture is often10

of taxonomic significance and can aid in accurate tree identifica-11

tion and taxonomic classification. (2) Tree branching architecture12

reflects ecological effects, including light interception, water and13

nutrient uptake, and interactions between trees and other orga-14

nisms in the ecosystem. (3) Understanding the growth processes15

that lead to the actual branching architecture of trees can improve16

tree management practices, including planting and pruning.17

An important part of the plant growth process is water18

transport. Assumptions such as the pipe model theory19

(Shinozaki et al., 1964) or Lockhart’s equations (Lockhart, 1965)20

have been successfully used to approximate hydraulic architecture21

(Zimmermann, 1978), to study tree growth in terms of root and22

leaf elongation (Hsiao and Xu, 2000), or to study tracheid enlar-23

gement in pine (Cabon et al., 2020). Leaf gas exchange through24

photosynthesis initiates the water flow in the xylem, which is clo-25

sely related to assimilation rates in the phloem. Approximations to26

simulate these effects at the whole tree level exist, but they reach27

their limits with large tree structures (Nikinmaa et al., 2014). Fur-28

thermore, the resulting change in osmotic potential in plant cells29

determines water demand and turgor, leading to phytohormone30

transport and various growth processes. The naming of these pro-31

cesses usually includes several underlying aspects. Concepts such32

as apical dominance or apical control are well known (Wilson,33

2000; Kadereit et al., 2014; Hollender and Dardick, 2015), but34

a mathematical description of them is not trivial. The orien-35

tation of plant organs is a separate area of research. Initially,36

gravitropic orientation was mathematically defined as the gravi-37

tropic set-point angle (GSA) (Digby and Firn, 1995). By adding38

a light dependence it became the photogravitropic equilibrium39

(Galland et al., 2002). Further ideas added a dependence on pro-40

prioception, the perception of local curvature, leading to the ArC41

model (Bastien et al., 2013, 2015). This model has been succes-42

sfully studied in woody species (Coutand et al., 2019). It is pos-43

sible to simulate plant tropism by coupling hormone transport to44

local tissue deformation (Moulton et al., 2020). Such input-output45

systems are useful for a robust mathematical description (Meroz,46

2021). Modern concepts include further aspects such as the sagging47

of branches under their own weight (Moulia et al., 2022). Howe-48

ver, the internal mechanisms are not yet fully understood. The49

challenge is to map the different processes simultaneously, but50

our understanding of the underlying mechanisms and patterns is51

still incomplete (Muller-Landau et al., 2021; Piovesan and Biondi,52

2021; Li et al., 2022).53

The sum of individual processes over many years results in the54

final characteristic shape of a mature tree. Architectural appro-55

aches are usually applied to describe the branching structure of56

trees (Hallé et al., 1978; Barthélémy and Caraglio, 2007). We are57

aware of very few attempts to mathematically analyze the shape58

of real tree species, but they based on machine learning assum-59

ptions. For example, the use of artificial neural networks with60

a multilayer perceptron architecture to predict the characteri- 61

stics of tree species growing in an open landscape (Bueno et al., 62

2022), or an analysis for visual realism of generated tree models 63

using a convolutional neural network and automated similarity 64

metrics (Polasek et al., 2021). Analysis of the overall shape of 65

the tree crown can provide insight into branching patterns and 66

architectural features. It is known that tree crown shape is a cri- 67

terion for species identification and delimitation (Schmidt, 1980; 68

Duchemin et al., 2018). However, it is unclear how the final cha- 69

racteristic shape of particular tree species is defined. In plant 70

systematics, leaf and flower shape or bark texture are common 71

features used to distinguish tree species (Liu et al., 2018). Shape 72

analysis techniques, such as geometric morphometrics, can help 73

quantify and compare the crown shapes of different tree species, 74

providing a means to study the relationship between tree archite- 75

cture and overall crown shape. Geometric morphometrics has been 76

widely used to analyze the shapes of tree leaves (Jensen et al., 77

2002; Nicotra et al., 2011; Du et al., 2022), flowers, and even pol- 78

len (Caiza Guamba et al., 2021), but its application to comparing 79

whole tree shapes is limited. 80

The origin of tree modeling began with the formulation of 81

growth as a simplified rule-based process with recursively conne- 82

cted branches (Honda, 1971). This approach has been developed 83

in various ways (Fisher and Honda, 1977; Honda et al., 1982; 84

de Reffye et al., 1988; Weber and Penn, 1995), and Prusinkiewicz 85

and Lindenmayer (Lindenmayer and Prusinkiewicz, 1990) publi- 86

shed a list of algorithms that can be used to model a wide 87

variety of trees and their properties. Subsequent work has consi- 88

dered interactions with environmental factors as key factors in the 89

development of plants and plant ecosystems (Prusinkiewicz et al., 90

1994; Měch and Prusinkiewicz, 1996). These include approa- 91

ches that approximate the environment as particle systems 92

(Reeves and Blau, 1985), by ray-casting (Arvo and Kirk, 1988), or 93

as voxels (Greene, 1989). The method of self-organizing tree mode- 94

ling (SOTM) (Palubicki et al., 2009) improved this approach and 95

considered the concept of Sachs, where a self-organizing character 96

of bud and branch growth was considered (Sachs, 2004). SOTM 97

presents possible assumptions for simulating tree growth based 98

on different environmental approximation and resource allocation 99

strategies (Runions et al., 2007; Borchert and Honda, 1984). Such 100

models, which describe the complex interactions between plant 101

architecture and physical and biological processes, are known as 102

functional-structural plant models (FSPMs) (Godin and Sinoquet, 103

2005). In recent decades, FSPMs have been used to model various 104

aspects of plant biology and plant community ecology (Vos et al., 105

2010). They are capable of handling a wide range of growth and 106

development processes, from microscopic cell division to macrosco- 107

pic modeling of entire plant communities (Makowski et al., 2019; 108

Louarn and Song, 2020; Crimaldi et al., 2021). 109

While many previous approaches produced visually appealing 110

results, they did not guarantee a reproducible and biologically 111

meaningful arrangement of individual tree organs and branches. 112

We aim to create a computationally robust FSPM at the level of 113

tree organs to reproducibly simulate the growth of real tree species. 114

We hypothesize that the branching architecture of real tree species 115

can be described by a limited number of parametrizable biological 116

factors and aim to answer the following questions: (1) Can para- 117

meterized biological processes help simulate the growth of real tree 118

branching architecture? (2) Can geometric morphometrics distin- 119

guish tree shapes based on their reduced outline representations? 120
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Simulate growth of tree branching architectures 3

(3) Which of the 14 selected biological parameters have the stron-121

gest influence on tree shape growth? To address these questions,122

we built a simple FSPM inspired by biological processes. The123

evaluation of the model performance includes a geometric mor-124

phometric analysis between the self-generated tree models with125

real tree species inferred from photographs and illustrations.126

Materials and Methods127

Model description128

We use a functional-structural plant model (FSPM), which con-129

sists of an iterative interaction between the biotic and abiotic130

environment. The biotic environment is reduced to a single tree131

and operates at the plant and organ level (Fig. 1a). The root132

system is interpreted as a simple interface that determines water133

uptake. The leaves are considered as terminal components that134

produce sucrose through photosynthesis. They use the incoming135

light from the environment and transpire water. The resulting136

water loss causes a decline in water potential, inducing the inter-137

nal flow mechanism. The tree model uses a graph of interacting138

nodes as a basic concept. A node represents a location in the139

tree structure. It contains both spatial and resource information.140

The connection between two nodes defines an internode. A list141

of nodes and internodes represents a branch, and the connecti-142

ons between multiple branches create the graph that represents143

the tree structure. Young shoots are branches consisting of light-144

sensitive nodes. Buds produce new nodes and internodes. They145

represent apical or lateral meristems and are interpreted as termi-146

nal nodes. The activity of the meristems can be in different states.147

In the case of an inactive bud, no further nodes are produced.148

This state is called dormancy. When growth resumes, budding149

occurs. The activity of the meristems is controlled both by inter-150

nal phytohormones and by changes in the abiotic environment.151

These internal processes of a single tree and changes in the abiotic152

environment are simulated by a growth cycle (GC) and an envi-153

ronmental update (EU). An overview of their working principles is154

given below, while the details of their subfunctions are explained155

in the following parts of this section.156

Growth-cycle (GC)157

To simplify the growth description of perennial woody plants, we158

use a growth cycle (GC) (Fig. 1b), which represents an annual159

cycle. We assume that there is an internal flow of water and160

sucrose, including phytohormones, that causes different growth161

conditions at the plant level. A complete GC begins with an input162

of environmental conditions. This information is used to control163

which meristems enter or exit dormancy (bud fate), to control164

resource allocation (apical control), and to determine the resul-165

ting growth activities (growth). Both the orientation by light and166

the influence of gravity are calculated (tropism). The amount of167

sucrose produced is then determined and the available resources168

are processed. This determines possible growth conditions for the169

next GC. The final step is to remove unwanted or damaged organs170

(shedding).171

Environmental update (EU)172

The interaction between the tree and its environment is compu-173

ted iteratively in the environmental update process (EU; Fig. 1b).174

A free-standing tree has a wide distribution of light across the175

hemisphere. Combined with factors such as regular cloud cover,176

this results in a very diffuse light. Branches and leaves cast sha- 177

dows according to their size. As the distance increases, the shadow 178

becomes fainter. This fading effect creates a soft shadow effect. 179

We use a voxel system to estimate such light distribution in space 180

(Greene, 1989), where each voxel (x, y, z) represents a shadow 181

value sval (Palubicki et al., 2009). The voxel size (vsize) deter- 182

mines the level of detail, while the voxel depth (vd) controls how 183

wide the shadow is cast on the Z-axis (−vd ≤ ∆z ≤ 0). The 184

lateral shadow width (sw) is controlled with ws(z) = ⌊|z|sw⌋. We 185

assume that the shadow is evenly distributed along the X and Y 186

axes (−ws(z) ≤ ∆x,∆y ≤ ws(z)). The shadow cast (st) per node 187

is determined by the throw intensity (0 ≤ a ≤ 1), the fading of 188

shadowing per voxel (b > 1) and cast width: 189

st(∆x,∆y,∆z) = a · b−(0.1·(|∆x|+|∆y|+|∆z|)·Vsize) (1)

The shadow value sval of a voxel is calculated as the sum of all 190

shadow casts. It determines the resulting light value lval: 191

lval = max(1 − sval(x, y, z), 0) (2)

The incoming light (~I) for a node is calculated by considering all 192

light values of neighboring voxels. 193

Basic pattern 194

We define the basic pattern of a tree as the node topology of a 195

stem and its lateral branches. Based on the idea that each leaf 196

has an axillary bud, phyllotaxis is used to determine the possible 197

arrangement of lateral buds (Notes S1). We define the number of 198

leaves per node N , and the rotation around the stem a divergence 199

angle ϕ. The branching angle is defined by the parameter θ. The 200

number of nodes added during budding is defined by the parameter 201

NN and the distance between two nodes by the internode length 202

parameter ρ. 203

Bud fate 204

Buds do not always start growing immediately (Notes S2), they go 205

through a period of dormancy depending on phytohormones and 206

environmental conditions (Wilson, 2000; Hollender and Dardick, 207

2015). To define the order of outgrowth buds, we use the term 208

acrotony as topological arrangement (sac) and the term epi- 209

tony as spatial orientation (sep), as described by Barthélémy 210

(Barthélémy and Caraglio, 2007). Their sum, in dependency of 211

their influence fac, fep ∈ [0, 1], is used to define a sort-value (s) 212

in Eqn. 3. 213

s = (sac · fac) + (sep · fep) (3)

s in combination with the idea of the priority model 214

(Palubicki et al., 2009) determines which lateral buds break dor- 215

mancy. All buds (m) on a branch are sorted in a list by the 216

minimum of the given sort-value s. The resulting index (i = 217

1, 2, ...,m) of each bud represents its priority and is used in a 218

linear weight function w(i) = i

m
. As soon as w(i) exceeds the 219

budding rate threshold (BR), the dormancy breaks and budding 220

is activated. 221

The topological alignment depends only on the internal node 222

structure of the current branch. For this purpose, we use the acro- 223

tony parameter (ac ∈ [0, 1]), in dependency with the total number 224

of nodes in the branch (NNb) and the topological position of the 225
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4 Nauber et al.

Fig. 1: Model Overview: a) ecosystem as the approximate interplay between the biotic and abiotic environment, b) growth cycle (GC) as a

repeated internal calculation of the tree structure and environmental update (EU) as its continuous environmental impact, c) simulation

process from structure initialisation to the final 2D representation of the tree, and d) tree shape delimitation using stem landmarks (red)

and crown landmarks (blue).

current node (tp), in Eqn. 4.226

sac =
|(NNb · ac) − tp|

NNb

(4)

The spatial orientation, on the other hand, depends on the dire-227

ction of gravity. This is achieved by using the scalar product (◦)228

of the normalized vectors for node orientation (~n) and gravity229

direction (~g), which represents the cosine of the angle between230

these vectors. sep is finally controlled by the epitony parameter231

(ep ∈ [0, 1]) in Eqn. 5.232

sep = |
(~n ◦ ~g) + 1

2
− ep| (5)

Apical control233

The term apical control summarizes a complex allocation of234

resources and interplay of phytohormones. Within the branch-235

ing structure, apical control influences several aspects of growth.236

A substantial part of this allocation is based on the distribu-237

tion of water in the xylem and sugar in the phloem. We use238

the extended Borchert-Honda (BH) model (Borchert and Honda,239

1984; Palubicki et al., 2009) to approximate a unidirectional flow240

of water and nutrients from root to leaf that induces shoot elon-241

gation (Eqn. 6). Instead of using the amount of light, we use242

the approximated negative water potential (Ψ). For the elonga-243

tion process, we assume that Ψ depends mainly on the osmotic244

potential, which is based on the amount of sugar per bud from245

the previous iteration (Ψ = Qt−1). The xylem flow parameter λ 246

controls how Ψ at a branching point distributes the water (H2O) 247

between the continuing main axis (Ψm, H2Om) and the lateral 248

branch (Ψl, H2Ol). 249

H2Om = H2O
λΨm

λΨm + (1 − λ)Ψl

and

250

H2Ol = H2O
(1 − λ)Ψl

λΨm + (1 − λ)Ψl

(6)

The BH model is later used in a second pass to approximate the 251

photosynthesis calculation and the resulting sugar allocation (Q) 252

per bud in the shedding section below. 253

Growth 254

To simulate growth, we use the concept of reiteration, 255

where the organism duplicates its own elementary architecture 256

(Barthélémy and Caraglio, 2007). When a bud breaks its dor- 257

mancy, it produces new phytomers. Therefore, we use a growth 258

activity ga initialized with the amount of sugar available to the 259

bud (ga = NN ·Qt−1). This value is used to add iterative nodes 260

to the branch. Eqn 7 shows, how the parameter τ approximates 261

the influence of the apical dominance. Each time a node is added, 262

the growth activity for the apical bud gaa and the newly created 263

lateral buds gal, is updated by τ . These buds repeat this process, 264
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Simulate growth of tree branching architectures 5

Fig. 2: Calculation of Tropism by the gravitropic set-point vector

~gβ (a), photogravitropic set-point vector ~PGSV (b) and the resul-

ting direction vector ~v (c). d) shows an example off the curvature

of a young shoot with 12 nodes in 3D-space.

reducing the growth activity until it reaches zero.265

gaa = ga ·
(1 + τ)

N + 1
and gal =

ga− gaa

N
(7)

We assume that elongation occurs only in the internodes of a young266

shoot. The amount of elongation (length) is determined by an267

equal share of the available amount of water H2O and a defined268

internode length ρ over number of nodes NNy of the young shoot269

(Eqn. 8).270

length =
ρ ·H2O

NNy

(8)

For cambium activity we use the idea of the pipe model271

(Shinozaki et al., 1964; Palubicki et al., 2009) and assume that272

each phytomer needs a vascular connection for its base. The width273

of an internode (d′) results from the sum of the cross sections274

for the number of added phytomers NNp on the topological stru-275

cture. The previous width d and the initial width for a phytomer276

d0 determine the resulting width in Eqn. 9.277

d′ = 3

√

d3 + (NNp · d30) (9)

Tropism278

The initial orientation ~v0 of an annual shoot is determined by the279

phyllotaxis-based pattern of its original axial bud. To simulate280

tropism, we compute the curvatures of a young shoot (Fig. 2d).281

The incoming light ~I and gravitational direction (~g), as normalized282

orientation vectors, are the basis for this calculation. We parame-283

terize the underlying biological process graviceptive sensitivity as284

gravitysense(β), proprioceptive sensitivity as proprioception (γ),285

and phototropic sensitivity as lightsense (ν). The resulting dire-286

ction ~v is calculated as the rotation between the resulting vectors.287

In Fig. 2a we show how β controls the gravitropic set-point vector288

~gβ . With ν we calculate the effect of the light direction ~I. The289

resulting photogravitropic set-point vector ~PGSV approximates290

the influence of light and gravity (Fig. 2b). Finally, we use γ to291

control the reorientation of a node (Fig. 2c,d).292

Shedding293

Since that there is at least one leaf per bud, the sucrose produced294

by photosynthesis represents the sugar (Q) available to the bud.295

We again use the BH model (Eqn. 6) to approximate the distri-296

bution of resources. In this second pass, we assume that the water297

potential is mainly based on leaf transpiration rates induced by298

incident light from the light distribution model (Ψ = lval). We299

have added the assumption that the distributed water H20 refle-300

cts the potential for sugar production, but even if more water is301

Table 1. Model parameters for exogenous and endogenous growth.

Symbol Name Reference of original idea

N Leaf number (m) (Fisher and Honda,

1977)

NN Node number (Ns)

(Borchert and Honda,

1984)

ϕ Divergence angle (α) (Honda, 1971)

θ Branching angle (θ) (Honda, 1971)

ρ Internode length (R) (Honda, 1971)

γ Proprioception (γ) (Bastien et al., 2013)

ν Lightsense (Greene, 1989)

β Gravitysense (β)(Honda et al., 1982)

κ Shedding rate (Pmin)(Takenaka, 1994)

λ Xylem flow (λ)(Palubicki et al., 2009)

τ Apical dominance (f)(Honda et al., 1981)

BR Budding rate (Palubicki et al., 2009)

ac Acrotony (Barthélémy and Caraglio,

2007)

ep Epitony (Barthélémy and Caraglio,

2007)

available, there is not enough energy to produce more sugar. The 302

amount of sugar is calculated as the minimum between incoming 303

light and available water. 304

Q = min(lval, H20) (10)

For each branch, we determine the amount of sugar produced per 305

node. To do this, we use a basipetal pass, from leaves to root, 306

to obtain the accumulated sugar values Qa for each branch. A 307

branch is removed if the amount of sugar produced compared to 308

the number of all nodes the branch carries (NNa) is less than the 309

shedding rate parameter κ. 310

Qa ·NN

NNa

< κ (11)

The number of nodes per budding NN is necessary to make Qa 311

comparable to NNa. All defined parameters (Table 1) are used to 312

simulate the growth of the tree. 313

Sampling of tree shapes for geometric morphometric evaluation 314

In total, we analyzed 1000 tree shapes from three different sources: 315

(1) self-generated tree growth simulations (ST), (2) photographs 316

of real tree species (PT), (3) illustrations of real tree species (IT). 317

Our selection of angiosperm and gymnosperm species common to 318

Central Europe are representative of a variety of different forms. 319

ST targeted four different tree forms: spruce (Picea), pine (Pinus), 320

poplar (Populus), and oak (Quercus). PT and IT include the cor- 321

responding real tree species: spruce (Picea abies), pine (Pinus 322

sylvestris), poplar (Populus nigra ’italica’), and oak (Quercus 323
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robur). To expand the geometric morphometric dataset of real324

tree shapes, we added four additional species to both PT and IT,325

maple (Acer pseudoplatanus), beech (Fagus sylvatica), fir (Abies326

alba), and larch (Larix decidua).327

Ground truth data - real tree photographs (PT) and328

illustrations (IT)329

For the geometric morphometric comparison of the shapes of real330

tree species, we prepared a dataset consisting of 25 PT and 10331

IT for eight tree species. PT were obtained from the Global Bio-332

diversity Information Facility (GBIF, 2022) image database and333

the Flora Incognita project (Boho et al., 2020). IT were obtained334

from publicly available tree atlases. The 280 images from PT and335

IT were used as ground truth for the evaluation of ST. Suitable336

images of real tree species met the following criteria: solitary tree337

and as few background objects as possible (Fig. S2).338

Self-generated tree growth simulations (ST)339

We implemented the growth simulation in C++ and visualized the340

branching pattern of the trees using Unreal Engine 5. We gene-341

rated 720 3D-tree models with corresponding 2D representations342

(Fig. 1c) while varying the parameters (Notes S3). We used a per-343

spective projection to convert the 3D tree models into 2D images.344

The virtual camera was set to a distance of 15m (Y-axis), a height345

of 1.5m (Z-axis) and a field of view of 60◦. Each image shows the346

branching structure of the tree in black and the background in347

white.348

Evaluation of similarity between simulated and real trees349

The statistical evaluation of the simulated trees was done in three350

steps:351

1. Approximation of crown and trunk shape with 2D-outlines352

2. Capturing the tree outlines with trunk and crown landmarks353

3. Quantitative comparison of the tree shapes of different species354

and tree simulations with geometric morphometrics355

Approximation of crown and trunk shape with356

2D-outlines357

We approximated the tree crown and trunk shapes with their 2D358

silhouettes/outlines. The acquisition of the tree outline shape was359

either fully automated (for the generated tree simulations) or semi-360

automated (for the images and illustrations of real tree species).361

Finally, each tree outline was captured by a set of 60 x/y coor-362

dinates (landmarks), and we illustrate the landmark digitization363

procedure using an image of an oak tree (Fig. 3; Fig. S3).364

For the fully automated landmarking of the generated tree365

simulations, the trunk outline was automatically captured by seven366

automatically placed landmark points. The crown outline was367

automatically captured by an algorithm that placed an x/y point368

at each branch tip, and based on these points, the Quickhull algo-369

rithm (Barber et al., 1996) generated a convex hull for the left370

and right halves of the crown outline. In each case, the mid-axis371

was defined by landmark LM 1 (trunk base) and landmark LM 31372

(highest branch tip/highest crown extremity). On the computed373

convex hull, an algorithm placed 26 equidistant landmarks at each374

half of the crown outline.375

The procedure for the semi-automatic landmarking of the real376

tree species images and illustrations was similar to that described377

above for the generated trees. The only difference was that we378

manually placed the seven trunk landmarks and also manually379

selected the initial branch tip points to optimally capture most of 380

the crown outline extremities. The computation of the convex hull 381

on the crown outline was done with the same Quickhull algorithm 382

as described above, and the placement of the mid-axis and the 383

final 26 equidistant landmarks on both sides of the crown was also 384

done as described above. The two points in the middle of the trunk 385

have also been auto-adjusted to be exactly halfway between the 386

base of the trunk and the base of the crown. The trunk points LM 387

1, 3, 5, 6, 8 were not automatically adjusted. 388

The manual steps of landmark digitization as well as the visu- 389

alization of the landmark configuration were done in the TpsDig 390

software (Rohlf, 2015). 391

Capturing the tree outlines with trunk and crown 392

landmarks 393

The outline shape of each tree was captured by seven trunk lan- 394

dmarks and 53 crown landmarks; Fig. 1d). The seven landmarks 395

(LM 1-4 and LM 58-60) described the shape of the trunk, i.e. from 396

the base of the bilateral symmetry axis (LM 1) to the position of 397

the first lateral branches (LM 4 and LM 58). Another 53 landmarks 398

captured the shape of the crown outline, while the landmark LM 399

31 was always placed on central axis at the top of the crown of 400

each tree. We applied landmark data standardization via Procru- 401

stes superimposition to align all outline shapes and compute the 402

reference or consensus configuration (mean shape). The Procrustes 403

superimposition (Rohlf and Slice, 1990) achieves uniform position, 404

orientation, and scaling of all landmark configurations under com- 405

parison, and separates asymmetric and symmetric components of 406

shape variation (the symmetry axis is given by landmarks 1 and 407

31). The crown landmarks placed along a curve (i.e., ’semilan- 408

dmarks’) were allowed to slide along the outline curve during the 409

Procrustes superimposition (Bookstein, 1997). This step was done 410

in the TpsRelw software (Rohlf, 2015). 411

Quantitative comparison of the tree shapes of different 412

species and tree simulations with geometric 413

morphometrics 414

The aligned and symmetrized Procrustes coordinates were used 415

to extract shape variables for subsequent use in multivariate sta- 416

tistics (Zelditch et al., 2004). The extraction of shape variables 417

was performed by principal components analysis (PCA) of the ali- 418

gned Procrustes coordinates, also known as relative warp analysis 419

(RWA). The scores of tree shapes on the principal components 420

(relative warps) were used to infer similarity of tree shapes. To 421

infer dissimilarity of predefined groups of tree shapes, we used 422

either pairwise discriminant analysis (DA) or multigroup discri- 423

minant analysis, also known as canonical variates analysis (CVA) 424

(Klingenberg, 2011; Du et al., 2022). All morphometric analyses 425

were performed using MorphoJ software (Klingenberg, 2011). Gra- 426

phical outputs of multivariate ordination techniques (2D and 3D 427

scatterplots) were visualized using Tikz. Changes in tree shape 428

or mean shapes of groups were illustrated by wireframe plots 429

exported from MorphoJ software. 430

Results 431

Simulated tree growth inspired by biological processes 432

Behavior of tree shape simulation 433

The default tree in Fig. 4 visualizes a basic assumption for realistic 434

tree growth conditions. It is based on a spiral pattern, equal water 435
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Simulate growth of tree branching architectures 7

Fig. 3: Tree shape extraction from image data: (a) manual placement of seven landmarks on the trunk outline and manual placement of

an arbitrary number of landmarks on the crown outline, (b) automatic computation of the convex hull that captures the crown outline

and the mid-axis connecting the highest and lowest points of the tree shape and defining the bilateral symmetry axis, (c) automatic

computation of the final set of 53 equidistant landmarks along the crown outline using the convex hull as a guide.

Fig. 4: Tree simulations from a common default parameter set (N = 1, φ = 137.5◦, θ = 60◦,NN = 10, ρ = 5). The default tree illustrates

the variation of a single parameter change between minimum and maximum values. The lower part illustrates generated tree simulations

of spruce (Picea), pine (Pinus), poplar (Populus), and oak (Quercus) resulting from four different parameter set adjustments.

distribution throughout the tree, medium shedding of branches436

and a tendency to bend vertically upward. The basic pattern for437

each branch growth is defined by its phyllotaxis (N , φ, θ) and438

branching settings (ρ,NN). The branching settings determine how439

the space around the branch is filled, and remain constant for all440

branches as long as no additional influences occur.441

Lateral bud outgrowth is controlled by τ . At low values, lateral442

buds can grown out without a phase of dormancy. This results in443

a slower increase in crown width over time. Bud fate (BR, ac,444

ep) only affects young shoots. The effect is similar to the basic 445

pattern. The apical meristems die when basiotony occurs, and the 446

resulting tree simulation loses its characteristic tree-like shape. 447

The self-regulation of the tree’s branching architecture is con- 448

trolled by κ and λ. A high κ removes even slightly shaded branches 449

and thins the tree crown. This affects the lower part of the crown. 450

λ provides a parameter to control the distribution of water betw- 451

een apical and lateral branches. If λ ≤ 0.5, the lateral branches will 452

grow as fast as or faster than the apical leader. This results in a 453
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8 Nauber et al.

decurrent tree shape with a broad crown (i.e., oak-like rounded or454

spreading crown, with multiple scaffold branches). For λ > 0.5 the455

apical leader will grow faster than the lateral branches below it.456

This results in an excurrent tree shape with a single central stem457

and a conical crown (i.e., spruce-like cone-shaped crown with a458

central leader).459

γ controls how strongly the original orientation of a branch is460

maintained. If γ = 1, then there is no response to light and gra-461

vity. It determines how fast the photogravitropic set-point vector462

~PGSV is reached. ν controls the response to light. If ν = 0 no light463

will be received. β determines the preferred direction of growth,464

as long as γ < 1 and ν < 1.465

Simulations of real tree forms: spruce, pine, poplar, oak466

Adjusting the parameters according to biological assumptions467

changes the resulting visualization for the tree simulation (Fig. 4).468

The simulated growth of spruce (Picea) is based on strong suppres-469

sion of lateral growth (λ ≥ 0.65), low sensitivity to light (ν < 0.3)470

and a tendency to bend in the direction of gravity (γ < 0.4). The471

growth of pine (Pinus) is also based on a strong suppression of472

lateral buds, but with a high sensitivity to light (ν > 0.9) and a473

high rate of shedding (κ > 1.2). In contrast, the growth simula-474

tion of poplar (Populus) is based on a strong orientation against475

gravity (γ > 0.9) and a low sensitivity to light. Finally, the gro-476

wth simulation of oak (Quercus) is determined by an equal water477

content (λ = 0.5) and a plagiotropic tendency of the branches.478

Geometric-morphometric evaluation of real tree shapes479

Analysis of eight tree species derived from real tree480

photographs481

Ordination of the eight real tree species shapes along the first482

two principal components allowed visual interpretation of major483

morphological trends within the tree morphospace (Fig. 5a,b).484

The largest variation (69%) concerns the general shape change485

from broad, oak-like wide crowns to conical, poplar-like crowns486

(Fig. 5a). The second most important morphological trend (20%)487

described the shape change from long to short stems below the488

first lateral branches (Fig. 5a). Other morphological trends descri-489

bed rather minor shape changes in the shape of the crown base490

(6%) and in the shape of the upper part of the crown (2%; Fig.491

5b). Discriminant analysis of the two major tree groups (gymno-492

sperms vs. angiosperms; Fig. 5c) revealed a significant difference493

between the mean gymnosperm and mean angiosperm tree shape,494

with differences affecting both the base and the top of the crown495

(Fig. 5d). The gymnosperms-angiosperms separation was tested496

by cross-validation with a slightly higher correct classification rate497

for gymnosperms (87%) than for angiosperms (86%).498

The average excurrent tree shape within the gymnosperms and499

the average decurrent tree shape within the angiosperms are illu-500

strated in Fig. 5c. Exceptions are Pinus and Populus. For Pinus,501

the longer stem in relation to its round crown represents the ave-502

rage tree shape. In the case of Populus, the crown has a small503

width resulting in a columnar shape. Pinus and Populus repre-504

sented two extremes within the tree species morphospace. Pinus505

shapes formed a grouping in the negative range of PC2 and also506

shows an increased dispersion of tree shapes. Populus was located507

at the positive maximum of PC1. The shapes of the remaining six508

tree species clustered in the middle of the morphospace between509

angiosperms and gymnosperms.510

Comparison between real tree photographs and 511

illustrations 512

The four real angiosperm tree species were visually well sepa- 513

rated by multigroup discriminant analysis (CVA), mostly along 514

the oak-like → poplar-like shape gradient (CV1; 88%) regarding 515

crown shape and width (Fig. 6a). There is a significant differe- 516

nce between the shapes assigned to Populus and the shapes of 517

the other three angiosperm species (P < 0.0001). The other three 518

angiosperm tree shapes showed less ’interspecific’ variation and 519

rather similar group mean shapes (pairwise comparisons: Acer- 520

Quercus: P = 0.0001, Fagus-Quercus: P = 0.0025, Fagus-Acer: 521

P = 0.0897). The multigroup discriminant analysis (CVA) of the 522

four real gymnosperm species also visually separated the species, 523

but mostly along the pine-like → spruce-like shape gradient (CV1; 524

66%) concerning crown shape and trunk length (Fig. 6b). Pinus 525

shapes were clearly separated from the other three gymnosperms 526

(P < 0.0001 for all pairwise comparisons). While others showed 527

slight overlap (Abies-Larix:P = 0.0005, Picea-Larix:P = 0.0032 528

and Picea-Abies:P = 0.0917). Adding the real tree illustrations to 529

the real tree photographs did not significantly change the cohe- 530

rence of the four groups as described above (Fig. 6c,d). Pairwise 531

comparisons of the four species revealed the same significant inter- 532

specific differences as in the previous analysis without the tree 533

illustrations. Also in the combined analysis of real tree photogra- 534

phs and illustrations, the pairs Fagus-Acer and Picea-Abies showed 535

no significant differences. 536

Geometric-morphometric comparison of generated tree growth 537

simulations and real tree photographs and illustrations 538

(ground-truth data) 539

While PCA of the combined tree shape dataset (photographs + 540

illustrations + simulations) showed overlap among the four spe- 541

cies within the morphospace (Fig. 7a), CVA indicated significant 542

separation of all four species (Fig. 7b), with (P < 0.0001) for 543

all pairwise comparisons. The most important separating shape 544

gradient puts more conical shapes (Picea and Populus-like) on 545

one side and wider, less conical shapes on the other side of the 546

first canonical axis (CV1; 57%). The second most important sepa- 547

rating shape gradient distinguished angiosperm-like forms from 548

gymnosperm-like forms (CV2; 25%). 549

Within the morphospace of each tree species, the respective 550

generated tree growth simulations tended to occupy a distinct 551

area, but did not show significant morphological distances to their 552

real-world counterparts (Fig. 8). The four tree species exhibi- 553

ted different morphospace features in separate PCA ordinations, 554

i.e, the main morphological trends (PC1+PC2) within the mor- 555

phospace of Quercus (Fig. 8a) were different from those of the 556

morphospace of Populus (Fig. 8b), Picea (Fig. 8c), and Pinus 557

(Fig. 8d). In the case of Quercus, the generated simulations were 558

well within the morphological trends given by the real tree shapes 559

(Fig. 8a), i.e. they do not significantly exceed the range of both 560

ordination axes. With Populus, the generated simulations largely 561

exceeded the variation of the real tree shapes along the first ordi- 562

nation axis, but not along the second (Fig. 8b). The same was 563

true for Picea (Fig. 8c). In the case of Pinus, the generated simu- 564

lations only slightly exceeded the range of the first ordination axis 565

and were well within the range of the second ordination axis (Fig. 566

8d). 567
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Simulate growth of tree branching architectures 9

Fig. 5: Principal component analysis (PCA): a) Distribution of shapes of eight tree species (real tree photographs) along the first and

second ordination axes, b) Distribution of shapes of eight tree species (real tree photographs) along the third and fourth ordination axes,

c) Colors assigned to the eight tree species and the average shapes of the species, d) Two-group discriminant analysis of gymnosperm

and angiosperm tree shapes; the plot shows cross-validation scores and average gymnosperm and angiosperm tree shapes. The wireframe

plots next to the principal components (PC) in a) and b) represent shape changes associated with the ordination axes.

Fig. 6: Multigroup discriminant analysis (CVA): a) Shapes of four angiosperm tree species revealed from real tree photographs, b) Shapes

of four gymnosperm tree species revealed from real tree photographs, c) Shapes of four angiosperm tree species revealed from real tree

photographs (circle symbols) and illustrations (diamond symbols), d) Shapes of four gymnosperm tree species revealed from real tree

photographs (square symbols) and illustrations (diamond symbols). The wireframe plots next to the canonical variates (CV) represent

shape changes associated with the ordination axes.
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10 Nauber et al.

Fig. 7: Principal component analysis (a) and multigroup discriminant analysis (b) of the shapes of two gymnosperm and two angiosperm

tree species. c) displays the corresponding confusion matrix. Tree shapes were sampled from real tree photographs (circles), real tree

illustrations (diamonds), and generated tree growth simulations (squares). The wireframe plots next to the principal components (PC)

in a) and canonical variates (CV) in b) represent shape changes associated with the ordination axes.

Fig. 8: Principal component analysis of the shapes of two angiosperm (a-b) and two gymnosperm (c-d) tree species. Tree shapes were

sampled from real tree photographs (circles), real tree illustrations (diamonds), and generated tree growth simulations (squares). The

wireframe plots next to the principal components (PC) represent shape changes associated with the ordination axes. Within each

ordination plot, a characteristic real tree photograph, real tree illustration, and generated tree growth simulation are displayed.
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Discussion568

Our FSPM approach contributes to the simulation of the gro-569

wth of tree branching architectures based solely on the biological570

assumptions of plant growth logic. The simulated tree architectu-571

res, representing four different tree species (poplar, oak, spruce,572

pine), resulted from manual adjustment of 14 underlying biologi-573

cal parameters. It can be concluded that the parametrization of574

biological processes is validated as a reasonable way to simulate575

real growing trees. Phyllotaxis was represented by three parame-576

ters: number of leaves (N), divergence angle (ϕ), and branching577

angle (θ). This allowed the creation of any natural leaf arrange-578

ment (Kadereit et al., 2014). The resulting leaf axils determine the579

produced buds and successfully represented lateral branches. This580

assumption works well for angiosperms, where each leaf has a bud.581

However, gymnosperms have hundreds of leaves per annual shoot,582

resulting in hundreds of small internodes and possible bud posi-583

tions. Assuming that individual buds act as sinks for sugar and584

water, a distribution of buds along the branch is realistic. The-585

refore, we used the same spiral pattern to generate spruce, pine,586

poplar, and oak (Fig. 4). The vigor of each bud and its dormancy587

is controlled by the apical control of the internal flow. We have not588

considered effects such as positive xylem pressure (Schenk et al.,589

2021) and relate the water available per node to its water poten-590

tial (Slatyer, 1960; Cabon et al., 2020). The customized biological591

parameter λ (Palubicki et al., 2009) was used to approximate the592

water flow in the xylem. By combining the biological parameters593

for λ and κ, we were able to reduce the mechanism of internal water594

flow and sugar storage. Changes in this resource allocation also595

determine the interaction with the environment. By controlling the596

internal water flow, we were also able to control the resource flow597

(Borchert and Honda, 1984) and branch density (Takenaka, 1994).598

But this was probably not enough to solve the complex growth599

mechanism of apical control. The term apical control encompasses600

several effects and the mechanisms behind them are poorly under-601

stood (Wilson, 2000; Hollender and Dardick, 2015). To simulate602

these effects, more dependencies on the internal phytohormone flux603

and its effect on the environment would be required. The simplified604

process resource transport is mainly based on water flow through605

sugar sinks. In addition, phytohormone transport should be con-606

sidered. It may be distributed throughout the tree architecture by607

transport in the phloem. The assumed transport is subject to the608

source-to-sink concept (Fatichi et al., 2019), which could be imple-609

mented by the priority list concept (Palubicki et al., 2009). This610

would also determine the distribution of phytohormones and can611

control the flowering and fruiting activity of a branch. It would612

be possible to combine this source-to-sink concept with a complex613

photosynthesis calculation in a single model to simulate ecosystem614

gross primary production (Stocker et al., 2020). This would give615

more importance to external factors (humidity, temperature or616

vapor pressure deficit). However, such external parameters would617

likely have an additional effect on tree shape. Therefore, we assume618

that it would be necessary to keep the biological parameters for619

an FSPM as robust as possible (Louarn and Song, 2020).620

The shape of a tree is a criterion for species identification621

(Duchemin et al., 2018). Our approach reduces the complexity of a622

complex 3D tree architecture to a silhouette-like 2D tree represen-623

tation of both crown and stem, and used geometric morphometrics624

to compare real-world tree photographs, illustrations and our gene-625

rated tree simulation counterparts. This approach was sufficient to626

distinguish different tree species (Fig. 7). The addition of the tree627

illustrations to the dataset did not alter the overall major mor- 628

phometric trends already observed from the photographs. This 629

resulted in a suitable dataset for evaluating simulated trees. Alth- 630

ough the major segregating shape trends concerned crown shape, 631

stem shape was also morphologically informative because of the 632

significant relationship between crown radius and length and stem 633

diameter (Franceschi et al., 2022). To the best of our knowledge, 634

the evaluation of implemented biological tree growth assumptions 635

as used in our study is completely novel. Geometric morphometrics 636

revealed the following main differences between the four species: 637

(a) poplar forms are narrow, spindle-shaped, and convex at the 638

base of the crown, (b) spruce forms are also narrow and spindle- 639

shaped, but concave at the base of the crown, (c) oak forms are 640

broad and flat at the base of the crown, and (d) pine forms also 641

tend to be broader, concave, and have long stems compared to 642

poplar and spruce (Fig. 7b). Further improvements should concern 643

the approach for comparing real and artificial tree architectures. 644

A grown tree is influenced by several factors not considered in this 645

study. For example, drought stress, tree age, light quality, and the 646

daily path of the sun, which changes with geographic latitude, can 647

all affect tree structure. In addition, the appearance of a reduced 648

2D tree shape representation is affected by camera settings, inclu- 649

ding perspective, distance, and field of view. Future attempts at 650

more accurate tree shape comparisons should consider normalized 651

3D representations (Barbeito et al., 2017; Disney, 2019). In this 652

study, we focused on the evaluation of solitary trees. Incorpora- 653

ting the effects of competition among multiple individuals will be 654

a challenging task for future studies. In addition to evaluating the 655

external shape of the tree, a further step will be to analyze the 656

complex internal structure of the crown branching architecture. 657

The complexity of this issue is mainly due to the immense intra- 658

specific variation that affects any crown shape in nature (Pallardy, 659

2008; Caré et al., 2020). 660

Our FSPM-based approach yielded plausible visual simulati- 661

ons of realistic tree architectures, and the CVA (Fig. 7) showed 662

significant separation of all species. The generated ”species” clu- 663

stered closer to their real-world counterparts and further far away 664

from the other three tree types, i.e., the simulated spruce-like tree 665

shapes clustered together with their real-world counterparts out- 666

side the clusters of pine, oak, and poplar (Fig. 7b). In contrast to 667

previous work, we were able to quantify the effect of these para- 668

meters on the overall shape of the grown tree (Fig. 8; Fig. S4). 669

The final shapes of the generated trees were mainly influenced 670

by the photogravitropic set-point vector ~PGSV and the internal 671

flow mechanism through the xylem flow (λ) and shedding rate (κ). 672

With the used ~PGSV , we successfully approximated the combi- 673

nation of graviceptive (β), photoceptive (ν) and proprioceptive 674

(γ) sensitivities to their basic assumptions (Honda et al., 1982; 675

Greene, 1989; Bastien et al., 2013). However, we are also aware 676

of the importance of the interplay of the above parameters with 677

other parameters that have a less pronounced effect on shape. The 678

simulations of the used FSPM could be partially distinguished 679

from the ground truth in a pairwise comparison (Fig. 8). The used 680

soft shadows of the light distribution model only approximate the 681

complexity of the varying light quality and light sprectra across dif- 682

ferent layers. The model provides energy to the lower branches of 683

the tree crown. This, combined with the even distribution of water, 684

keeps the older branches alive. The generated tree of spruce, poplar 685

and oak shows this effect with a short stem (Fig. 8a-c). Pinus with 686

high values for shedding rate and xylem flow produced different 687

stem shapes. This results in a better match between the generated 688
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and ground truth data (Fig. 8d). The lower part of the simulated689

crowns are less bent to the ground. This can be attributed to the690

simplified tropism curvature and missing thigmomorphogenesis.691

For future use, ~PGSV should be improved to calculate the defle-692

ction under the weight of the branches using beam theory. This693

would be necessary to account for further factors such as wind694

(Pirk et al., 2014) or snow load. However, the exact calculation of695

the internal mechanisms has not been fully explored and requires696

further research (Moulia et al., 2022).697

We presented an approach to apply geometric morphometrics698

to whole trees and showed that even a simple convexhull crite-699

rion provides enough information to distinguish tree species. The700

minimalist FSPM presented is based on the idea of a constant701

environment, without external damage and with a constant water702

supply. Only the internal processes of the plant control the distri-703

bution of resources. The limited set of parameters is based on704

simple approximations to real biological processes. Growth limi-705

tation occurs only due to lack of resources or lack of energy to706

convert them. Plausible visual results (tree shapes) were obtai-707

ned and could be analysed with geometric morphometrics. This708

model will allow future studies to: (1) understand how crown709

shape and structure affect important ecological processes such as710

light interception, water and nutrient uptake, carbon assimila-711

tion, to assess their impact on overall tree growth and health,712

(2) predict tree growth and shape over time under different envi-713

ronmental conditions and management scenarios, (3) evaluate the714

effects of environmental factors and disturbances to understand715

the resilience, vulnerability and adaptation of trees to changing716

environments.717
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Figure 1: 1098

Model Overview: a) ecosystem as the approximate interplay betw- 1099

een the biotic and abiotic environment, b) growth cycle (GC) as 1100

a repeated internal calculation of the tree structure and environ- 1101

mental update (EU) as its continuous environmental impact, c) 1102

simulation process from structure initialisation to the final 2D 1103

representation of the tree, and d) tree shape delimitation using 1104

stem landmarks (red) and crown landmarks (blue). 1105

Figure 2: 1106

Calculation of Tropism by the gravitropic set-point vector ~gβ (a), 1107

photogravitropic set-point vector ~PGSV (b) and the resulting 1108

direction vector ~v (c). d) shows an example off the curvature of a 1109

young shoot with 12 nodes in 3D-space. 1110

Figure 3: 1111

Tree shape extraction from image data: (a) manual placement of 1112

seven landmarks on the trunk outline and manual placement of an 1113

arbitrary number of landmarks on the crown outline, (b) automa- 1114

tic computation of the convex hull that captures the crown outline 1115

and the mid-axis connecting the highest and lowest points of the 1116

tree shape and defining the bilateral symmetry axis, (c) automatic 1117

computation of the final set of 53 equidistant landmarks along the 1118

crown outline using the convex hull as a guide. 1119

Figure 4: 1120

Tree simulations from a common default parameter set (N = 1, 1121

φ = 137.5◦, θ = 60◦,NN = 10, ρ = 5). The default tree illustrates 1122

the variation of a single parameter change between minimum and 1123

maximum values. The lower part illustrates generated tree simu- 1124

lations of spruce (Picea), pine (Pinus), poplar (Populus), and oak 1125

(Quercus) resulting from four different parameter set adjustments. 1126

Figure 5: 1127

Principal component analysis (PCA): a) Distribution of shapes of 1128

eight tree species (real tree photographs) along the first and second 1129

ordination axes, b) Distribution of shapes of eight tree species (real 1130

tree photographs) along the third and fourth ordination axes, c) 1131

Colors assigned to the eight tree species and the average shapes 1132

of the species, d) Two-group discriminant analysis of gymnosperm 1133

and angiosperm tree shapes; the plot shows cross-validation scores 1134

and average gymnosperm and angiosperm tree shapes. The wire- 1135

frame plots next to the principal components (PC) in a) and b) 1136

represent shape changes associated with the ordination axes. 1137

Figure 6: 1138

Multigroup discriminant analysis (CVA): a) Shapes of four angio- 1139

sperm tree species revealed from real tree photographs, b) Shapes 1140

of four gymnosperm tree species revealed from real tree photo- 1141

graphs, c) Shapes of four angiosperm tree species revealed from 1142

real tree photographs (circle symbols) and illustrations (diamond 1143

symbols), d) Shapes of four gymnosperm tree species revealed from 1144

real tree photographs (square symbols) and illustrations (diamond 1145

symbols). The wireframe plots next to the canonical variates (CV) 1146

represent shape changes associated with the ordination axes. 1147
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Figure 7:1148

Principal component analysis (a) and multigroup discriminant1149

analysis (b) of the shapes of two gymnosperm and two angiosperm1150

tree species. c) displays the corresponding confusion matrix. Tree1151

shapes were sampled from real tree photographs (circles), real tree1152

illustrations (diamonds), and generated tree growth simulations1153

(squares). The wireframe plots next to the principal components1154

(PC) in a) and canonical variates (CV) in b) represent shape1155

changes associated with the ordination axes.1156

Figure 8:1157

Principal component analysis of the shapes of two angiosperm1158

(a-b) and two gymnosperm (c-d) tree species. Tree shapes were1159

sampled from real tree photographs (circles), real tree illustrations1160

(diamonds), and generated tree growth simulations (squares). The1161

wireframe plots next to the principal components (PC) represent1162

shape changes associated with the ordination axes. Within each1163

ordination plot, a characteristic real tree photograph, real tree1164

illustration, and generated tree growth simulation are displayed.1165
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